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Overview

• Open Universiteit

• Centre for Learning Sciences & 
Technologies

• Learning Networks Programme



Open Universiteit 
Nederland



A bit of history

• Founded 1981, modelled after OU UK

• firmly grounded in seventies ideals of equal 
opportunities, etc.

• First student enrolled September 1984

• Celebrating now our 25th birthday
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mission statement

• Collaborating in networks and alliances, the 
OUNL develops, provides and supports 
high-level and innovative distance learning 
at academic level.

• Focussing on lifelong learning, it puts the 
learning needs of people centre stage and 
aims to contribute to the establishment of 
the knowledge society. 



core activities

• Providing distance education at academic 
level

• Being an expert in educational innovations 
and their implementation



Characteristics 

• one of the 14 Dutch universities, the 
youngest (excluding higher vocational 
institutions)

• no entry requirements (diplomas etc.) 
other than being over 18 and citizenship of 
one of the EU member states



Characteristics (cont’d)

• 6 faculties with one bachelor degree each

• 13 master degrees

• over 300 individual courses

• almost all in Dutch, though several use 
English materials



Some figures

• 800 employees

• 12 study centres, also 6 in Flanders

• about 20,000 students, 60% of which is 
employed, equal sex distribution

• 33% between 26 and 35, 33% between 35 
and 45 (10% younger, 25% older)



Expertise Centres

• NeLLL Netherlands laboratory for lifelong 
learning (virtual centre)

• Ruud de Moor Centre, for professional 
development of teachers in primary and 
secundary education

• Centre for Learning Sciences and 
Technologies



CELSTEC



Characteristics

• 100 employees

• 3 R&D programmes, 1master programme

• Learning and Cognition

• Learning Media

• Learning Networks

• online Master Active Learning



Characteristics (cont’d)

• Research and development

• ‘Valorisation’

• Funded by earmarked government funds 
(65%)

• Funded through European funds, national 
Science Foundation, and ‘commercial’ 
projects (35%)



Learning & Cognition

• about the cognitive underpinning of 
learning

• focus also on secondary education

• 4 C/ID model, cognitive load theory



Learning Media

• just started

• focus on content

• mobile learning, adaptive learning

• inherited IMS LD specification



Learning Networks



• 35 people - backgrounds in computer 
science, education, psychology, math, ...

• FP6: IP TENCompetence, FP7: idSpace, 
LTfLLL, Handover, Sister; Erasmus Free 
Technology master, Lensus

• several OUNL, regional projects

• focus non-formal, lifelong learning



• Use Cases for Lifelong learning

• Learning Networks for Lifelong Learning

• Design for Learning Networks

Research programme 
on Lifelong Learning



Use Case 1
James is a chemical engineer 

working for SMD. He wants to 
pursue a career as a water 

manager with the local water 
board. He therefore needs to 
update and upgrade his skills. 



Use Case 2
A lawyer working for Sandex 

finds out he needs a more 
thorough understanding of the 
science part of the company, in 
particular about manufacturing 

pharmaca.



Use Case 3
A vintage motorcycle 

enthousiast who wants to buy a 
Moto Guzzi V7 from 1972 and 

restore it in its original 
grandeur. For this, she needs to 
learn motorcycle specific skills, 
which she hopes to do through 

a network of fellow-
enthousiasts.



formal
learning

non-formal
learning

informal
learning

initial 
education

post-initial 
education

‘ordinary’ 
education

rare 
occasion

out of scope

continuous 
education

lifelong 
learning

out of scope



• Continuous education builds on the formal 
mode of learning

• It is ineffective for post-initial education as 
it cannot meet the demands for logistic, 
pedagogical and  subject-matter flexibility

Thesis 1



[Thesis 2]

• Initial education should smoothly transition 
into post-initial education for lifelong 
learning to have any chance

• This sets demands to initial education 
mostly



Thesis 3

• Post-initial education is best practiced in 
the context of Learning Networks

• A Learning Network is an online, social 
network designed to support and 
facilitate lifelong learning (a learning 
‘ecosystem’)



Design: Competences

• Competence maps allow one to chart out 
achievements and ambitions in terms of 
competences

• Competence link learning activities to 
learning opportunities



Design: 
self-organisation

• In the context of a Learning Network, 
through ad hoc transient communities a 
patchwork of partially overlapping 
communities should emerge

• Both nearby friends in the same community 
and distant acquaintances (friends of friends 
of ..) in remote communities (Granovetter’s 
strength of weak ties)



Design: peer 
recommendations

• on knowledgeable experts

• on content suited to learning goals

• on collaboration opportunities 

• on study progress (coaching)

• (through the use of ad-hoc transient 
communities)



Design: architecture

• plan 1 (short term): start with existing 
community and let it acquire learning 
network characteristics

• use dedicated, ‘closed’ infrastructure, use 
flexible CMS like Drupal or Moodle (must 
be Open Source)



Design: architecture

• plan 2 (long term): start with an existing 
network and foster the growth of 
communities with a learning focus in it

• use existing social networking sites, provide 
services through their APIS (open social!)



Questions? 
now or later

peter.sloep <at> ou.nl
pbsloep.nl
celstec.org

dspace.ou.nl


